Installing a bit_district 3D Printed Fenrir ODE Mount Tray
into a Sega Saturn Console.
Preparation:
Before you begin this guide assumes you are already familiar with disassembling your Sega Saturn
console to install the Fenrir ODE, please refer to the official Fenrir ODE installation guide for those steps.

A Note for 1st Batch Fenrir Owners:
The first batch of Fenrir ODEs (orders placed on April 3rd 2020 or earlier) have a thinner PCB than later
model Fenrir ODEs (first batch Fenrir ODEs are ~1.2mm thick while later batches are ~1.6mm thick). To
compensate for this, we recommend trimming a business card and placing it beneath your 1st Batch
Fenrir when installing into the mount.
This is completely optional but fitment will be much better if you do this.

Step 1: Install the Fenrir into the mount.
If your Fenrir is already installed in your console please remove it and remove any Micro SD card or
adapter you may have installed in your Fenrir.
With the Fenrir face up Insert the SD Card slot edge of the Fenrir into the slot at the front of mount as
shown:

Once the top edge is in place, gently squeeze the Fenrir into hooks along the bottom of the mount and
they should clip into place as shown:

Step 2: Install the Fenrir with Mount into the console.
With the top of the console’s case removed install the mount with the Fenrir onto the 4 posts with the
Fenrir toward the front of the console as shown below. Push down firmly on the 4 post holes of the
mount to ensure the mount is fully seated on the console’s posts

Once the mount is fully seated on the posts install the power and ribbon cable into the Fenrir:

Step 3: Re install the upper console case
If you have a Saturn model that has wires attached to the upper case, install those now.
With the disc lid open place the upper console case back into place, use the shape of the Fenrir mount
to guide it into place and match the opening in the top of the case. Once everything is lined up the
upper case should naturally drop into place most of the way. Once that happens push down firmly on
the upper console case on all 4 corners of the opening (as shown below) to ensure that the Fenrir mount
is firmly seated into the upper console case.

The top surface of the mount should be flush with the opening of the console case.
To complete the installation, re-install the case screws and battery door.
You’re now done!

A Note about Disassembly:
If disassembling your console after the Fenrir mount has been installed the mount may stay attached to
the upper console case during removal. To counter-act this, when removing the upper console case have
the disc lid open and push down on the Fenrir mount with both of your thumbs while pulling up on the
case with the rest of your fingers, this will help ensure that the Fenrir mount separates from the upper
console case during disassembly.

